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Corel VideoStudio Ultimate (20x) incorporates all the new features of Corel VideoStudio (20x) and adds a host of new features. The Corel VideoStudio (20x) is ideal
for creating videos for playback on iPhones. It has a large number of smart tools to assemble and edit videos. Its a simple, easy to use and most powerful video
editor. Only a few likes are required to save the project. Add instant fun and personality to your next project withAR Stickers. These face-tracking stickers are a great
wayto achieve anything from masking faces to emphasizing emotions and creating playful moments. New VideoStudio now supports both static and animated AR
Stickers that can recognize and map facial features. They can even be applied to multiple faces and later edited for position and size. Its easy to add silly character
ears, show-stopping eyes, larger than life sunglasses, or over-the-top hats to any character in yourproject. Adding AR Stickers is truly the perfect way to accent
reactions and add personality to gaming videos, reaction videos, online challenges, and other projects. Plus, with VideoStudio 20x, AR Stickers are enhanced to be
easier to explore, categorize, and organize into collections. The new version adds the ability to create A360 content. Corel VideoStudio has many interesting features
to its base unit, with added bonuses and effects in the Ultimate package. Though VideoStudio X6 can certainly handle footage from more-advanced machines,
professional users will probably prefer alternative options even if the price tag remains higher, because of the limitations of the workflow within X6. VideoStudio X6 is
much better for casual or hobby users using nondedicated gadgets like smartphones and point-and-shoot cameras.
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One of VideoStudio’s biggest improvements is the ability to export video. In previous versions, you had to choose one of the pre-defined output formats or, if you
were editing audio and video, you had to mix the sources together before exporting. The new VideoStudio introduces an ease-of-use interface with a single timeline.
You can drag and drop clips from the media library into the timeline and edit them. You can apply effects to a clip or group of clips, and then create a keyframe to

fine-tune the effect. ABS/CAMERA plugin for Sketch(TM) A filter for the exported Camtasia(TM) S1X files to create high-quality 360° 6DOF sequences in A360 format.
NOTE: This is not the official plug-in from the makers of Sketch. Its a product created and distributed by a 3rd party. This 3rd party product uses the SDK (Software

Development Kit) provided by Corel to create the plug-in for use with the application. ABS/CAMERA for Corel VideoStudio Software Development Kit (SDK) for
ABS/CAMERA Software Development Kit (SDK) for ABS/CAMERA Corel is developing the new version of its video-editing program, Corel VideoStudio 20x. In an

exciting update, Corel VideoStudio 20x offers a new setup process, improved performance, flexibility and support for advanced camera settings. Corel VideoStudio
20x provides better hardware acceleration, support for advanced video settings such as aspect ratio, color balance, gamma, and key-framing. New memory-saving
processing settings, a new proxy method and enhanced export options make Corel VideoStudio 20x even more efficient and offers far greater compatibility. New
features are also present in the new product. Users can work on high-quality audio while tracking or editing a video. Corel VideoStudio Ultimate (20x) VideoStudio
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